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Abstract—Software-defined networking (SDN) faces challenges
in efficiently forwarding packets across the network due to the
limited capacity of flow tables in the switches. Ternary con-
tent addressable memory (TCAM) is typically used to store flow
tables, but its limited capacity makes it vulnerable to attacks.
Specifically, the Low-rate Flow Table Overflow (LFTO) attack
is an attack against the flow table capacity limit, which can
occupy massive space in the flow table to decrease the forward-
ing performance of normal flow rules by slowly sending packets
that cannot match the flow table. To address this, we propose the
FTMaster, a system to monitor, detect and mitigate LFTO attacks
based on machine learning. FTMaster monitors and detects the
flow table state by analyzing the features of flow tables. Once
the LFTO attack is detected, FTMaster will activate the mitiga-
tion module to extract and analyze the features of each flow rule,
evict attack flows, and ultimately block the attack source, thereby
protecting flow tables and normal flows. Experimental results
demonstrate that FTMaster enables real-time LFTO attack detec-
tion and mitigation, ensuring normal forwarding and availability
of flow tables.

Index Terms—Attack detection, attack mitigation, low-rate
flow table overflow attacks, software-defined networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE-DEFINED Networking (SDN) is a centralized
control network architecture. It is an implementation of

network virtualization that allows the definition and control of
networks in software programming. OpenFlow is one of the core
technologies of SDN, which enables flexible network traffic
control and makes the network more intelligent by separating
network devices in the control plane from the data plane.
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Despite its innovative architecture, SDN is vulnerable to
some targeted threats [1], [2], [3], such as those directed at the
flow table of the data plane. The flow table stores some flow
rules responsible for packet lookup and forwarding, and its
limited capacity is a significant challenge for SDN. Flow tables
in most SDN switches rely on the ternary content address-
able memory (TCAM) with a limited capacity due to its high
manufacturing cost. Mainstream SDN switches can only sup-
port thousands of rules [4], while data center traffic rates can
reach tens of thousands of flows per second. Therefore, flow
tables are relatively easy to overflow, which will cause flow
tables cannot install legal rules or delete installed legal
flow rules, resulting in degraded forwarding performance. In
addition, packets that cannot be handled by the flow table
will be sent to the controller, which greatly increases the
load on the control channel and the risk of data-control sat-
uration attacks. Therefore, it is crucial to maintain network
performance to effectively and efficiently manage flow tables.

The low-rate flow table overflow (LFTO) attack [5] is a
common attack that targets the flow table capacity limit. LFTO
attackers will continuously and periodically send forged pack-
ets to SDN switches to install malicious flow rules, invade
and occupy the flow table space for normal flow rules and
ultimately cause it to overflow. LFTO attacks are periodic and
stealthy. Its average attack rate is low and can be easily hidden
in normal flows, which makes it a challenge to mitigate it.

Currently, the mainstream countermeasures against flow
table overflow are weakly explained and mainly focus on mit-
igating the macroscopic phenomenon of flow table overflows,
such as rate limiting [6], flow scheduling [7] and eviction
policy improvement [8]. With the development of anomaly
detection [9], [10], some researchers have proposed global or
flow-level features from a fine-grained perspective, but they are
not comprehensive enough. Moreover, other types of research
focus more on the optimization of flow table utilization with-
out considering malicious attack scenarios [11]. Most research
for malicious attack scenarios focuses on high-rate attacks and
does not consider low-rate attacks with similar attack effects.

In this paper, we propose the FTMaster, a system to detect
and mitigate LFTO attacks. FTMaster is composed of three
modules that are responsible for monitoring, detecting, and
mitigating LFTO attacks, respectively. The monitor module
tracks the real-time average count of flow rules and activates
the detection module when the count exceeds the detection
threshold. The detection module extracts the statistical features
of flow tables to judge whether LFTO attacks occur in the flow
tables. The mitigation module extracts six features of each flow
rule to classify the normal and attack flows, evict the attack
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Fig. 1. The workflow of SDN switches.

flows, and ultimately block the attack source. We conducted
experiments to evaluate FTMaster’s performance in detecting
and mitigating LFTO attacks, and the results indicate that it
performs well. We summarize our contributions as follows.

• We model the LFTO attack and implement it in SDN.
• We propose three new features of the flow tables for the

first time and classify them by combining them with some
regular statistical features.

• We evict attack flows by feature extraction and analysis
of flow rules, create the blacklist of suspicious attack IPs,
and finally block the attack source.

• We propose the FTMaster, a system designed to monitor,
detect and mitigate LFTO attacks.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the
background information. Section III is related work, includ-
ing the SDN data plane security and the mitigation of table
overflow attacks. Section IV describes the three modules that
comprise FTMaster in detail. Section V is the experiments and
evaluation. Section VI is the summary and discussion.

II. BACKGROUND

A. SDN and Openflow

SDN is based on two fundamental concepts: highly cen-
tralized controller management and a decoupled separation of
the data plane and the control plane. To achieve the latter,
it is necessary to establish a communication interface stan-
dard between the controller and the forwarding devices called
southbound interface protocols, while the OpenFlow proto-
col [12] is one of the most commonly used protocols. It works
by having network devices process messages according to the
OpenFlow flow table, which is created and maintained by the
controller. There are some flow entries in each flow table,
and each entry is treated as a flow rule, mainly composed
of match fields, instructions, etc. When the OpenFlow switch
receives a packet, it will be matched with the flow rules. If
the matching is successful, the instructions are then executed.
The instructions perform actions or pipeline processing, such
as forwarding and discarding data packets.

Fig. 1 shows the workflow of SDN switches. When a host
sends the packet data to a switch, the switch will query the flow
table for rule matching. If the matching is failed, the flow will

Fig. 2. LFTO attack model.

be considered a new flow, and a Packet-In message will be
sent to the controller to request the processing of the packet
data. Then, the controller will then send a Flow-Mod com-
mand to install new flow rules on the switch. However, if the
flow table is already full, the switch will send a Table-Full
signal to the controller, and this packet will be forwarded to
the controller for further processing.

B. Timeout Mechanism of Flow Table

To compensate for the limitations in flow table space, the
timeout mechanisms for flow rules are provided. Each flow
rule can be allocated a fixed valid time by the controller. Old
and expired flow rules will be automatically cleaned up to free
up more space for new flow rules.

The fixed valid time can be divided into hard timeout and
idle timeout. The hard timeout indicates that a rule will be
unconditionally deleted sometime after installation. Then idle
timeout indicates that if a rule is not matched or used for
a certain period, it will be deleted. Due to the inflexibility
of hard timeouts, the controller usually sets idle timeouts for
flow rules instead of hard timeouts. That is, the hard timeout
cannot distinguish whether the flow rules are valid, resulting in
ineffective utilization of the flow table space. Besides, setting
idle timeouts is also a widely discussed problem. Too low
or too high idle timeouts will increase unnecessary costs and
overhead. Therefore, it is essential to set a proper idle timeout
based on different traffic features. However, the OpenFlow
protocol does not provide a feasible solution to calculate the
appropriate idle timeout.

C. LFTO Attacks

To provide theoretical preparation for attack detec-
tion and mitigation, we introduce the threat model of
LFTO attacks. The match field of LFTO attacks is the
5-tuples, including protocol, port_src, port_dst,
ip_src, and ip_dst. Fig. 2 shows the LFTO attack
model. The LFTO attack has three parameters: attack cycle,
attack step, and Maximum attack intensity. We explain them
below in detail.

Attack cycle (AC): To avoid the switch deleting the attack
rule due to timeouts, the AC of the LFTO attack needs to be
shorter than the idle timeout. LFTO attackers need to repeat
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the attack packet in each AC to ensure that attack rules remain
active. For example, if the idle timeout is set to 10 seconds,
the AC of the LFTO attack would typically be set to [5, 9.5]
seconds. The closer AC is to the idle timeout, the lower the
attack rate is.

Attack step (AS): To maintain the attack rules established in
the flow table while gradually increasing the number of new
attack rules, LFTO attackers need to send more packets than
the previous AC each time, and the number of attack rules
growing between adjacent ACs is called AS. The lower AS is,
the longer the time required for attack overflow, and the more
stealthy the attack is.

Maximum Attack Intensity (MAI): To maintain the effective-
ness and concealment of the LFTO attack, the upper limit of
the number of attack rules needs to be regulated. The setting
of MAI refers to the flow table capacity of the SDN switch to
ensure that the attack can cause overflow.

We suppose the victim SDN switch contains m input ports,
and the arrival rate of new flows is n per second. According to
the idle timeout (IT) mechanism of the switch, the flow table
space that has been used (FTu ) can be calculated as:

FTu = m × n × IT (1)

From AS and AC, we can know that the average increase
of the speed (AIS) of attack rules installation in flow tables
can be calculated as:

AIS =
AS

AC
(2)

Then, we can calculate the time for attackers to overflow
the target switch, as shown in Eq. (3), where FTsize is the
size of the flow table.

Toverflow =
FTsize − FTu

AIS
(3)

To ensure the effectiveness of the LFTO attacks, we need
to ensure the settings of MAI and AIS. For MAI, it must
ensure malicious flows can overflow the flow table. Besides,
when some attack flow rules are evicted by the timeout mech-
anism, the remaining attack flow rules can still occupy the
flow table space. Therefore, MAI should be greater than the
remaining capacity of flow tables. For AIS, we need to con-
sider the hard timeout (HT) mechanism of SDN. Therefore,
the attackers should overflow the flow table in each period of
HT, and then AIS should be set as:

AIS ≥ FTsize − FTu

HT
(4)

III. RELATED WORK

A. SDN Data Plane Security

The SDN data plane is composed of OpenFlow switches,
making it susceptible to some security threats, which can be
divided into three types [13].

1) DoS Attacks: DoS attackers can consume the resources
of controllers and switches by flooding the flow table with
unmatched packets [14], [15], [16]. Tang et al. proposed
a series of methods against the low-rate DoS attacks in
SDN, such as P&F [17], GASF-IPP [18], and PeakSAX [19].

Zheng et al. [20] proposed a Distributed DoS mitigation
system, Reinforcing Anti-DDoS Actions in Realtime, which
can use adaptive correlation analysis to locate attackers.

2) Topology Poisoning Attacks: Topology poisoning attack-
ers can forge links between switches that do not exist by
forging or relaying Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)
packets [21]. Marin et al. [22] made a comprehensive analy-
sis of the security of research on topology attacks. Shrivastava
and Kataoka [23] introduced a new type of topology poisoning
attack via hybrid SDNs, and discussed the countermeasures
of the attack detection. Skowyra et al. [24] designed a new
system, called TopoGuard+, which can defend port amnesia
and port probing that TopoGuard [25] and Sphinx [26] can
not work. Smyth et al. [27] explored a new mechanism for
topology poisoning attacks based on programmable switches.

3) Side-Channel Attacks: Side-channel attackers can steal
details about the network configuration by reconnaissance or
timing technologies. Shoaib et al. [28] randomizes response
timing to conceal the original response time from side-channel
attackers. Conti et al. [29] used network flows obfuscation to
prevent the attackers from collecting the network configura-
tion information. Liu et al. [30] protected SDN switches from
reconnaissance attacks by a Markov model.

B. Mitigation of Flow Table Overflow Attacks

So far, there are lots of research on flow table overflow
attacks. Except for the LFTO attack proposed in [5], there is a
series of similar research on probing the network configuration
and triggering the flow table overflow attacks. SDNMap [31]
actively probes and monitors the network traffic to precisely
reconstruct the detailed flow rules, which could strengthen the
LFTO attack. Yu et al. [32] develop an intelligent attack model,
which infers the internal configuration and state of the flow
table according to its specific cache-like behaviors and then
designs attack parameters. The control plane reflection attack
proposed in [33] forces the controller to send costly control
messages to the SDN hardware switches by exploiting their
limited processing power.

Most mitigation strategies for flow table overflow attacks
ultimately mitigate attacks by evicting or scheduling flow rules
to free up the space of flow tables, regardless of whether they
are active or passive.

Researchers generally improve the timeout and traditional
eviction mechanisms for the flow rules eviction strategies. Due
to the limitation of the fixed timeout mechanism, some adap-
tive timeout allocation mechanisms have been proposed [34],
[35], [36]. Due to the limitations of common eviction algo-
rithms like the Least recently used (LRU) and the First In
First Out (FIFO) mechanisms, researchers have proposed some
improved eviction algorithms. The dynamic least frequently
used (DLFU) mechanism improved the LRU to mitigate the
flow table overflow threats [37]. The adaptive least frequently
evicted (ALFE) mechanism can identify, protect and give
priority to the elephant flows [38]. FTGuard [39] assign
different priorities to each flow, and suspected flows with
lower priority will be first evicted. SIFT [8] evicts flow rules
with a certain probability after the flow table overflows and
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Fig. 3. The workflow of FTMaster.

Table-Full error arrives. FTS [40] can improve the bad
performance caused by flow table overflow. This kind of
strategy is low-complexity and easy to implement. However,
many attack flows usually are allowed to occupy the flow
table space for a certain period and making normal flows
inaccessible.

Another kind of strategy advocate pre-detecting potential
attacks [41], [42] and actively deleting or blocking mali-
cious flow rules to protect flow tables. Soylu et al. [43] used
network function virtualization (NFV) to dynamically filter
LFTO attackers. Xu et al. [6] proposed a mitigation strategy
by using the token bucket to limit the LFTO attack rate and
avoid flow table overflow. Xie et al. [44] designed a prediction
and deletion strategy to detect and mitigate LFTO attacks. This
kind of strategy effectively avoids the impact of LFTO attacks
by identifying and evicting malicious flow rules or limiting the
rate of malicious flows. However, most of them require mas-
sive real-time data collection, which causes higher overhead
and complexity.

IV. THE DETECTION AND MITIGATION METHOD

A. System Overview

We propose a system called FTMaster to monitor, detect and
mitigate LFTO attacks. The workflow of FTMaster is shown
in Fig. 3. FTMaster consists of three modules as follows. The
monitor module polls flow tables and count the average num-
ber of flow rules in the latest sequence of flow tables. If the
count exceeds the detection threshold, the detection module
will be started. The detection module first calculates the fea-
tures of flow tables and makes the flow table classification. If
LFTO attacks occur in flow tables, the mitigation module will
calculate the features of each flow rule, make flow rule clas-
sification, and evict the attack flow rules. At the same time,
a blacklist of suspicious source IPs will be created. If the
times of the same source IP is deleted exceeds the mitigation
threshold, the attack source will be blocked.

B. Monitor Module

The monitor module polls the flow table, counts the aver-
age number of flow rules in flow tables in the latest monitor
window, and decides whether to activate the detection module.
The monitor window always contains the latest flow tables in
10 seconds by sliding back one sampling interval (1 second).
The 10 seconds is equal to the idle timeout. We use a detec-
tion threshold to judge whether there is a risk of flow table
overflow. When the mean in the latest monitor window exceeds
the detection threshold, the detection module will be activated.
The detection threshold cannot be too high or too low. A high
threshold will make the detection module and the mitigation
module start too late, which may cause an avoidable overflow.
A low threshold will make the detection module start when
there is sufficient space in the flow table, which may cause
unnecessary overhead. The setting of the detection threshold
is discussed in Section V. In a word, the monitor module can
monitor the number of flow rules and start the detection mod-
ule only when there is a risk of flow table overflow, which can
avoid the extra cost caused by processing massive real-time
flow table data.

C. Detection Module

In the detection module, we need to extract the features
of the flow table and make a classification to judge whether
LFTO attacks occur.

1) Feature Extraction: By analyzing some statistical fea-
tures of flow tables, we can find differences between flow
tables under normal networks and LFTO attacks. We collect
the time, bytes, and packets of flow rules in flow tables. Time
is the duration of time that a flow occupies the flow table
space. Bytes is the cumulative matched bytes number of a
flow. Packets is the cumulative matched packet number of a
flow. According to the principle of LFTO attacks, we know
that most malicious packets are small without any efficient
data, but they may constantly occupy the flow table since the
attack will be periodically launched. Therefore, the Mean of
Time, Bytes, and Packets (MT, MB, MP), and the Coefficient
of Variation (CV) of Time, Bytes, and Packets (CVT, CVB,
CVP) of all flow rules in a flow table will show different
distribution as shown in Fig. 4. The mean can reflect the cen-
tral tendency of the series. The CV can reflect the degree of
variation of the series compared to the mean value.

Besides, we focus on the degree of disorder of source-
destination IPs and ports and propose the following three
features.

Disorder Degree of IP (DDoIP): Due to the limited
performance and number of ports available to a single attacker,
attacks can be launched by using spoofed IPs. It may lead to
a more disordered distribution of source-destination tuples in
flow tables. We use the Shannon entropy of source IPs to quan-
tify the degree of disorder of source IPs, which is calculated
as shown in Eq. (5):

DDoIP = H (ipsrc) = −
∑

ipsrc∈iplist
p(ipsrc) log2 p(ipsrc) (5)
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Fig. 4. The feature distribution of flow tables.

where ipsrc means source IPs, H (ipsrc) is Shannon entropy
of source IPs, iplist means a list of source IPs.

Disorder Degree of Port (DDoP): Similarly, the distribu-
tion of source-destination ports of flows during LFTO attacks
will be more disordered than normal. We consider the joint
entropy and conditional entropy of the source-destination ports
together. The calculations are shown in Eqs. (6) and (7):

H (X ,Y ) = −
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y
p(x , y) log2 p(x , y) (6)

H (Y |X ) = −
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y
p(x , y) log2 p(y |x ) (7)

where H(X, Y) is the joint entropy required to describe a pair
of random variables X and Y on average, H (Y |X ) is the
conditional entropy and represents the uncertainty of Y when
the X is known. DDoP combines the above two entropies of
source-destination ports and is calculated as Eq. (8):

DDoP = a × H (portsrc , portdst ) + (1− a)

× H (portdst |portsrc) (8)

where portsrc and portdst means source and destination ports.
a is the balance factor, and the default is 0.5.

Coefficient of Disorder Degree (CDD): We consider the dis-
order degree of IPs and ports together and quantify it by CDD
calculated as Eq. (9):

CDD = b × H (ipsrc) + (1− b)× H (portdst |portsrc) (9)

where b is the balance factor, and the default is 0.5.

Fig. 5 shows the difference between DDoIP, DDoP, and
CDD in the normal and attacked stages. We can see that the
three features are all higher at the early stage of attacks than
those at the normal stage. However, the malicious flow rules
will gradually occupy the most space in the flow table, and
the disorder degree of IPs and ports will decrease. Therefore,
the three features gradually decrease at the later stage of
attacks.

To prove the effectiveness of the nine features, we ana-
lyze the importance score of the nine features based on the
XGBoost [45] in Fig. 6. We can notice that DDoIP obtains
the highest importance score, and the importance score of all
features is evenly distributed.

2) Classification: We choose XGBoost as the classifier,
which is an efficient, flexible, and portable optimized dis-
tributed gradient enhancement library. The reason for selecting
XGBoost is discussed in Section V.

D. Mitigation Module

In the mitigation module, we need to find the attack flow
rules, delete them to prevent the flow table from overflowing,
and finally block the attack source to mitigate the LFTO attack
fully. Therefore, we extract six features of each flow rule to
determine whether they are attack flow rules.

1) Feature Selection: The principle of identifying flow
rules is to use various features of flow rules to distin-
guish the behavioral differences between different network
flows. According to the analysis in Section II, LFTO attacks
are stealthy, periodic, and usually launched by small pack-
ets. Therefore, normal flows and LFTO attack flows can be
distinguished by the following six features.

Duration Time (DT): DT represents the duration of time
that a flow occupies the flow table space. Attack flows would
have a longer DT to occupy the flow table as long as pos-
sible. However, some active flows may also have a long DT.
Therefore, the long DT cannot distinguish attack flows from
some active flows. We need to combine other features below
to make the classification.

Number of Bytes (NB): NB represents the cumulative
matched bytes number of a flow rule.

Number of Packets (NP): NP represents the cumulative
matched packet number of a flow rule. NP and NB can both
indicate how much data is transferred. Low NP and NB indi-
cate the amount of transmission data is small. At the same
time, if the DT is long, it is more consistent with the features
of attack flows.

Mean Packet Size (MPS). In normal network flows, there are
large packets generated by fragmentation during data transmis-
sion and small packets generated by simple service response.
However, an LFTO attacker only needs to periodically trig-
ger a flow rule match to occupy the flow table space without
delivering valid data, so the attack is usually launched by
small packets. Therefore, the mean packet size of normal flow
rules is more widely distributed, while the mean packet size of
attack flow rules is concentrated in a smaller range to increase
the concealment. MPS is calculated as MPS = NB

NP (MPS = 0
if NP = 0).
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Fig. 5. The feature distribution of flow tables.

Fig. 6. Detection feature score of XGBoost.

Mean Packet Interarrival Time (MPIT): Due to the conceal-
ment of LFTO attacks, the longer attack cycle makes the MPIT
of attack flow rules longer than that of normal flow rules. The
calculation is MPIT = DT

NP (MPIT = DT if NP = 0).
Mean Transmission Speed (MTS): Due to the cyclicality of

LFTO attacks and the small size of the packets delivered, the
MTS in each attack flow may be extremely low as the DT
increases. The calculation is MTS = NB

DT .
The six features are visualized in Fig. 7. We can not only

focus on the effectiveness of a single feature but need to
combine the six features to classify the flow rules. We can
notice that the features of normal flow rules are more widely
distributed. We also analyze the importance score of the six
features based on XGBoost in Fig. 8. We can notice that DT,
NP, MPS, and MPIT show vital importance. Although the
importance score of NB and MTS is relatively low, Fig. 7
shows that they can produce an effect when combined with
the other features.

2) The Mitigation Method: The mitigation module is acti-
vated after the LFTO attack is detected, which consists of three
steps:

• Classify the flow rules and add the flow rules that need
to be removed from the eviction list.

• Remove the rules in the eviction list and free up the flow
table.

• Block the attack source.
At this point, FTMaster extracts six features of each flow

rule and classifies the normal and attack flow rules using
the XGBoost trained on the flow rules collected in the same
network environment. The flow rules considered attack flow
rules will be added to the eviction list of flow rules.

In addition, the mitigation module needs to protect elephant
flows [46]. Elephant flows are essential to the whole network
since they can transmit about 80% of the flows. Their MPIT
is relatively large, their DT is long, and their NB is high.

To prevent the mitigation module from accidentally deleting
elephant flows, we filter them. If the NB and MPS of a flow
rule are greater than those of 90% of all flow rules, it will
be treated as an elephant flow, and its label will be set to 0
directly to protect elephant flows.

After confirming the eviction list, we use the switch com-
mand line to remove the rules, thus avoiding the overhead
caused by control messages. For each rule in the evic-
tion list, we execute ovs-ofctl del-flows <src-dst
tuple> command to remove the rule. However, if we only
constantly remove the attack flows, the LFTO attack can also
constantly affect the flow tables and consume the resource,
which is not a suitable mitigation strategy. Therefore, we need
to further locate the source of attack flows and block it to fully
mitigate the LFTO attack. While FTMaster constantly removes
attack flows, it creates a blacklist of suspicious source IPs, and
counts the number of times that each ip_src is deleted at
the same time. If the counts of an ip_src exceed the mit-
igation threshold (succinctly set as 50% of the size of the
flow table), we execute add-flows <src-dst tuple>
action = drop to block the attack source.

V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment Setup

We deployed the SDN controller Ryu version 4.3.0 and
the network simulator Mininet version 2.3.0d6 on Ubuntu
16.04.06. The software switches in Mininet is OpenvSwitch
2.5.9. The controller runs the Layer 4 learning switch
application, where the matching fields include protocol,
port_src, port_dst, ip_src, and ip_dst.

We used the actual network topology from the topology zoo
dataset [47], called Napnet. As shown in Fig. 9, each city cor-
responds to a switch, and each switch connects to a host. There
are six switches and seven links in total. We try to preserve
the topological characteristics to adapt to reality. We set the
bandwidth based on the dataset, and calculate the link distance
and delay based on the city’s latitude and longitude [48]. We
set different flow table sizes to verify the universality of the
method. The idle timeout is set as 10 seconds.

B. Dataset

1) Traffic Configuration (Background Traffic): We use the
tcpreplay [49] to replay the dataset IMC-10 data center
network trace [50] to simulate SDN network flows. We choose
pk1 of univ1 as normal background flows. Since it is the
network traffic collected around ten years ago, we think the
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Fig. 7. The distribution and relationship of the features of flow rules.

TABLE I
BACKGROUND TRAFFIC SETTINGS

Fig. 8. Mitigation feature score of XGBoost.

Fig. 9. Experiment Topology.

2K, 3K, and 4K flow table sizes can better reflect the hardware
capacity at that time [51]. Table I shows the settings of back-
ground traffic, where RS means the replay speed (packets per
second (pps)).

Attack Implementation: We implemented the LFTO attacks
with Python scapy [52] and simulated three sets of LFTO
attacks. The parameters are shown in Table II. The AS of
LFTO attacks should not be too high. The higher the AS is,
the weaker the concealment of LFTO attacks is. Therefore, we
set the AC longer if the AS is higher to ensure the conceal-
ment of LFTO attacks. The packet size is set according to the
packet size range in the background traffic dataset.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE LFTO ATTACK

2) Datasets Generation: By replaying background traffic
and simulating LFTO attacks, each switch is guaranteed to
have at least one normal traffic and one attack traffic pass
through.

Detection Dataset: We simulated three sets of attacks with
different parameters under flow table sizes of 2K, 3K, and
4K, respectively, and collected the flow tables of each switch
every 1 second. Each set lasts 400 seconds, and the attacks are
launched at 200th seconds. We collected 21600 flow tables,
including 10,781 normal flow tables and 10,819 attack flow
tables as the detection dataset (training set : test set = 3 : 1).
We set the labels of flow tables according to whether attack
flow rules exist in them.

Mitigation Dataset: Similarly, we simulated three sets of
attacks with different parameters under flow table sizes of 2K,
3K, and 4K, respectively, and collected the flow tables of each
switch every 10 seconds. The sampling interval of 10 seconds
is equal to the idle timeout to avoid duplicate records from
inactive flow rules. Each set lasts 200 seconds, and the attacks
are launched at 50th seconds. We collected a total of 1583634
flow rules including 862131 normal flow rules and 721503
attack flow rules as the mitigation dataset (training set : test
set = 3 : 1) and labeled them according to different source
IPs for the training of the mitigation classification model.

C. Offline Evaluation of FTMaster

We experiment and evaluate the detection and mitigation
effects of FTMaster offline. The following metrics are used
for evaluation.

• Accuracy (Acc): The proportion of samples that are cor-
rectly classified, calculated as Acc = TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN .
• False positive rate (FPR): The proportion of normal

samples incorrectly classified among all normal samples,
calculated as FPR = FP

FP+TN .
• False negative rate (FNR): The proportion of attack

samples incorrectly judged among all attack samples,
calculated as FNR = FN

FN+TP .
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Fig. 10. Flow numbers in flow tables with different detection thresholds under different table sizes.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE

OF DETECTION MODULE

• F1-Score: The harmonized average of Precision and
Recall, calculated as F1 − Score = 2×Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall .
Precision means the proportion of true attack samples
among samples classified as attack samples, calculated
as Precision = TP

TP+FP . Recall means the proportion
of attack samples correctly classified among all attack
samples, calculated as Recall = TP

TP+FN .
1) Offline Evaluation of Detection Module: The detection

module aims to achieve the detection of attacked flow tables
with low FPR for normal flow tables and early detection. We
test the detection performance of various classifiers based on
ensemble learning. Table III shows the results. We can see that
most classifiers can achieve an accuracy of 98% or higher and
a low FPR approaching 0. However, XGBoost has the highest
accuracy and F1-Score, and the FPR and FNR are relatively
low. According to the above analysis, we choose XGBoost as
the detection classifier.

2) Offline Evaluation of Mitigation Module: The mitiga-
tion module aims to identify the attack flow rules and delete
them. We can easily accept some attack flow rules occupying
flow tables space, but we cannot accept that even normal flow
rules are misclassified. Therefore, a low FPR is very impor-
tant. Similarly, we compare the classification performance on
normal and attack flow rules of each classifier. As shown in
Table IV, XGBoost has the highest accuracy and F1-Score,
and the lowest FPR and FNR. Although the FNRs of clas-
sifiers are relatively high, FTMaster will remove all the flow
rules classified as attack flow rules. Therefore, the remaining
attack flow rules are less threatening to the flow table, even if
they are hidden in the flow table. Finally, we choose XGBoost,
which has the best overall performance, as the classifier for
the mitigation module.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE

OF MITIGATION MODULE

D. Online Evaluation of FTMaster

In this section, we deploy FTMaster on SDN switches and
evaluate its effectiveness and performance under different flow
table sizes. We focus on the deployment effect of Node 4 in
our topology. The parameters of background traffic are set as
Table I. The parameters of attack traffic are the mix of the
three groups in Table II.

1) Detection and Mitigation Effect: First, we test the detec-
tion and mitigation effect with different detection thresholds
and compare the number of flow rules with and without
FTMaster under different flow table sizes. We set the detection
threshold to 70%, 80%, and 90%.

We show the results in Fig. 10. According to our setting,
the number of normal flow rules is about 500 to 2000 under
the 2K flow table, 1000 to 2500 under the 3K flow table, and
1500 to 3500 under the 4K flow table. At the 50th second, the
LFTO attack is started and the flow table constantly overflows
after the 100th second when the FTMaster is not deployed.
Especially, Fig. 10(a) shows that when the FTMaster is not
deployed, the flow table of OpenvSwitch is easy to overflow
even in a normal situation since the flow table space is too lim-
ited. Although the flow table still overflows several times when
FTMaster is deployed with different thresholds, the attack
source is blocked at about the 100th to 120th seconds and then
the flow processing will return to a normal state. Fig. 10(b)
shows that when the threshold is 70%, the flow table only over-
flows shortly and then remains in a normal state constantly.
In Fig. 10(c), the 4K table size provides relatively sufficient
space for flow rules, and the flow table overflow needs more
time, while FTMaster can delete the attack flow rules firmly
and block the attack source before the flow table overflows.
According to the above analysis, we finally set the detection
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Fig. 11. Number of normal and attack flow rules in the flow table without FTMaster.

Fig. 12. Number of normal and attack flow rules in the flow table with FTMaster.

threshold as 70% because of its relatively sound effects under
3K and 4K table sizes.

Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of the flow rule evic-
tion under different flow table sizes, that is, whether the evicted
flow rules are attack flow rules. We collect the contents of the
switch flow table for LFTO attacks every second, extract nor-
mal and attack flow rules in it, and calculate their proportions,
respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the number of normal and attack flow rules
in the flow table space without FTMaster. In the first 50 sec-
onds, the normal flow rules can occupy more than 80% of the
space in flow tables. That is, the burden of data processing in
flow tables is heavy even in a normal network. We can see that
after the LFTO attack starts, the flow table constantly over-
flows after the 100th second, and there are approximately 1500
attack flow rules at the 150th second, which have occupied a
large part of space for normal flow rules.

Fig. 12 shows the number of normal and attack flow rules
in the flow table space with FTMaster. We can see that attack
flow rules occupies below 25% of the flow table space con-
tinuously at the early stage, ensuring the forwarding and
processing of most normal flows. At the later stage, the attack
source can be blocked, and the flow table returns to a normal
state after FTMaster has deleted the remaining attack flow
rules. This indicates that FTMaster can accurately identify
most attack flow rules, evict them while ensuring the instal-
lation and forwarding of normal flows, and then finally block
the attack source.

2) Real-Time Performance: We evaluate the time consump-
tion of the detection module and mitigation module. Since
FTMaster needs to process the real-time flow table data, the
time consumption is partly related to the flow table size. The
larger the flow table size, the more the flow rules and the more
time it takes for FTMaster to process data. Table V shows that
it only takes 0.03 to 0.06 seconds for the detection module,
and the time consumption is mainly concentrated in the mit-
igation module. The maximum time of mitigation under the

TABLE V
THE TIME CONSUMPTION OF FTMASTER

4K flow table reaches approximately 4 seconds because of
the deletion of a large number of flow rules. However, it is
only an isolated case. The mitigation time ranges from 0.2
to 0.6 seconds in most cases. Therefore, FTMaster has good
real-time performance, and each detection and mitigation can
be completed in 0.3 to 0.7 seconds on average.

3) Control Link Protection: The aim of protecting the flow
table is not just about its availability, but also about reduc-
ing controller resource consumption. Sufficient flow table
space can ensure that more traffic is processed on the data
plane without forwarding it to the controller for further pro-
cessing. Therefore, we focus on the Packet-In messages
and Table-Full messages received by the controller when
FTMaster is deployed and not deployed under different flow
table sizes. Figs. 13–15 show the results. When FTMaster
is not deployed, the Packet-In messages will increase,
which indicates that certain flows cannot install flow rules
in the data plane and perform matching directly. In addi-
tion, a Table-Full error occurs after the attack starts,
which indicates that the flow table is overflowing at this point.
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TABLE VI
COMPARED RESULTS UNDER LFTO ATTACKS

Fig. 13. Comparison of message counts with and without FTMaster (Table
Size = 2000).

Fig. 14. Comparison of message counts with and without FTMaster (Table
Size = 3000).

Fig. 15. Comparison of message counts with and without FTMaster (Table
Size = 4000).

However, when FTMaster is deployed, the flow table hardly
overflows, then the controller hardly receives Table-Full
error. Also, the frequency of Packet-In request will be
decreased compared to that without FTMaster.

4) System Overhead: We evaluate the overhead of
FTMaster, including CPU usage and memory usage. Fig. 14(a)
indicates that the average CPU usage increases only about
2.38% when deploying FTMaster, which indicates that
FTMaster does not occupy much system space. Besides, the

Fig. 16. Comparison of system overhead with and without FTMaster (Table
Size = 4000).

memory usage is about 230MB and needs to be further
reduced.

5) Compared Analysis: We compare the mitigation effect
of FTMaster with that of some other mitigation methods,
including random idle timeout (RIT) where the idle time-
out is a random number range from 5 to 15 seconds, the
native Overflow policy in OpenFlow switches (EVICT) [55]
that delete a flow instead of the default policy REFUSE
that refuse to add a flow, and Selective Defense for TCAM
(SIFT) [8]. The compared results are shown in Table VI. The
simulation lasts 150 seconds, and the LFTO attack starts at
the 50th second. The flow table size is 4K. From Table VI,
we can see that the average proportion of relative attack flows
is only 17.58%, which is the lowest among the four methods,
indicating that FTMaster can evict the attack flows more effec-
tively. Besides, the number of Table-Full is very low,
indicating that FTMaster ensures that the flow table hardly
overflows. Although the flow table does not overflow when
SIFT is deployed, we can see that the average flow table
usage is only 25.58%. We think the reason is that SIFT needs
the controller to store massive flow data, which causes the
degradation of network performance. Many flows cannot be
processed in time and forwarded to the controller. We also
notice that the CPU and memory usage of RIT, EVICT, and
SIFT are all lower than FTMaster. Therefore, we need to
reduce the system overhead of FTMaster in future work.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper focuses on the LFTO attack targeted at the lim-
ited capacity of flow tables based on the TCAM in SDN,
analyzes its principle and impact, and designs the FTMaster, a
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machine learning-based system against LFTO attacks in SDN.
FTMaster tracks the real-time average number of flow rules,
detects the LFTO attacks by collecting the statistical features
of flow tables and distinguishing the states of flow tables,
and finally mitigates the LFTO attacks by evicting the attack
flows and blocking the attack source. Experiments are con-
ducted based on the Ryu SDN controller and Mininet, and
the results indicate that FTMaster can effectively detect and
mitigate LFTO attacks under different flow table sizes.

However, FTMaster still has some limitations. The FNR of
attack flow rules needs to be further lower, by which more
space can be freed up for normal flow rules. Besides, the
system overhead needs to be further reduced. In future work,
we would like to discuss more scenarios to enhance the usabil-
ity of the system in other malicious attacks and vulnerability
scenarios. Moreover, we would like to evaluate the effective-
ness of FTMaster and find its vulnerabilities and limitations
in a real-world network environment.
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